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Ep. #12285



Paul continues to be detained by the Bermuda authorities. Meanwhile, Rosanna tearfully begs Jordan not to take her baby away. He swears that he has no intention of doing that, but he wants Rosanna to come back to Oakdale with him and work out a compromise. As they are debating the point, Paul arrives and says that agrees with Jordan because she cant run from James. On the plane, Paul comforts Rosanna and promises to watch Jordans every move. Barbara finds Jennifer preparing for the arrival of Jordan and his son. They argue over her continued relationship with Jordan. Later, Barbara confides in Walker that it may be time to act on her motherly instincts. Following their passionate kiss, Doc and Jessica make love. Afterwards, Jessica is immediately filled with regret. She insists it was a mistake, and that they must never speak of it again. Meanwhile, Tom senses something is bothering Margo, and doesnt buy her explanation that shes just upset about Katie leaving town. As he presses the issue, Casey calls his dad away for help with the six keys contest. Margo then drives to her rendezvous. Just as Jessica is scrambling to get dressed, theres a knock on the door. Doc realizes its Margo! Alison takes the second clue to Nancy who immediately solves it, deducing that the key is at Luthers Corners Church. Alison takes off, but when she arrives at the church, there is a private baptism going on and she cant get in. Tom and Casey also figure out the clue, and Aaron follows them to the church. Alison hears them arrive and locks the door. But the guys knock and an usher arrives, who busts Alison. He makes them all wait outside until the service has concluded. Tom is puzzled when Alison insists that she saw Margo and her partner Doc Reese in the courtyard searching for the first clue.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 June 2004, 14:00
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